**Trex**
by Christyne Morrell
JF Morrell
As they solve a mystery, Trex and Mellie are pitted against middle school bullies, their own parents, and a brain-hacking corporation.

**Children of the Flying City**
by Jason Sheehan
JF Sheehan
With a bounty of his head, Milo Quick, surviving on his wit, speed, and best friends, discovers the flying city’s powerful secret hidden away for centuries—one that could ignite a war.

**Flood City**
by Daniel José Older
JF Older
A boy from the Earth’s last inhabitable city and a young space soldier questioning his leaders’ genocidal orders become unlikely partners in an effort to stop a war and save the planet.

**Molly and the Machine**
by Erik Jon Slangerup
JF Slangerup
When her brother is snatched up before her eyes during the summer of 1983, Molly follows the robot culprit through the hills of Southern Ohio where she comes face-to-face with the mastermind behind it.

**You Only Live Once, David Bravo**
by Mark Oshiro
JF Oshiro
While wishing for a do-over, David accidentally summons a talking, shapeshifting, annoying dog, Fea, who claims a choice made in David’s past set him on the wrong timeline.

**The Switch**
by Roland Smith
JF Smith
Four months after the power went out and his father went missing, Henry travels alone to find his father through the lawless world of the Switch, where he learns just how far people will go to survive.

**It's the End of the World and I'm in My Bathing Suit**
by Justin A. Reynolds
JF Reynolds
When the electricity goes out, Eddie and his friends set out to investigate and make the startling discovery that they are the only ones left in their neighborhood.

**A Rover's Story**
by Jasmine Warga
JF Warga
Built to explore Mars, Resilience, aka Res, learning from NASA scientists, begins to develop human-like feelings, especially when he arrives on the planet, where he is tested in ways that go beyond space exploration.
**Children of Stardust**
by Eduzzi Adodo
JF Adodo
After stumbling upon a strange, golden pyramid that imbues him with a legendary power, Zero is recruited to take part in a dangerous, intergalactic quest.

**Nothing Interesting Ever Happens to Ethan Fairmont**
by Nick Brooks
JF Brooks
Self-proclaimed genius inventor Ethan Fairmont must join new-kid Juan, his best friend Kareem, and an extraterrestrial visitor named Cheese, to pull off the ultimate intergalactic rescue.

**The Area 51 Files**
by Julie Buxbaum
JF Buxbaum
When Sky is sent to live with her mysterious uncle, she didn’t imagine she’d end up in Area 51—a top-secret military base with a bajillion rules and so classified not even the president knows its secrets. Also, it turns out the place is full of aliens.

**The Last Beekeeper**
by Pablo Cartaya
JF Cartaya
To prove that she belongs in a place where only the smartest are welcomed, Yolanda learns that her survival rests on the rediscovery of a long-extinct beehive that could be the answer to everything.

**The Unexplainable Disappearance of Mars Patel**
by Sheela Chari
JF Chari
After kids start disappearing from their school, Mars Patel and his friends investigate and find that all clues point to an eccentric tech genius with a popular podcast.

**Project F**
by Jeanne DuPrau
JF DuPrau
In a world where cars, planes, TVs, and smart phones are things of the past, 13-year-old Keith uncovers a mysterious mission known only as Project F.

**Ultimate Gaming Showdown**
by M.K. England
JF England
When Hurricane Games announces an epic virtual tournament with killer prizes, four gamers form an unstoppable team that could be doomed from the start.

**Rewind**
by Lisa Graff
JF Graff
Twelve-year-old McKinley's home town throws a giant annual party called the Time Hop to celebrate a single year in history. This year, McKinley somehow finds herself thrown back in time to the real 1993. All McKinley wants is to return to the present, but before she can, she’s going to have to make a big change.

**The School for Whatnots**
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
JF Haddix
Delving into the power of privilege, the importance of true friendship, and the question of humanity and identity, Max searches for his best friend who disappeared, leaving behind a strange note.

**The Superteacher Project**
by Gordon Korman
JF Korman
Determined to let their new teacher know who’s boss, Oliver and his best friend Nathan realize that Mr. Aidact is not what they expected.

**Hana Hsu and the Ghost Crab Nation**
by Sylvia Liu
JF Liu
Determined to be meshed to the multiweb through a neural implant from Start-Up just like her mom and sister, 12-year-old Hana Hsu uncovers a conspiracy that threatens everything and everyone she knows.

**Show Us Who You Are**
by Elle McNicoll
JF McNicoll
When an accident puts her best friend Adrien in a coma, Cora, a neurodiverse 12-year-old girl, gets a chance to speak to him as a hologram through the Pomegranate Institute until she discovers the company has secrets to hide that only she can expose.